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Lean Service
Awareness
The e-Learning courses form
part of Baringa’s 3D integrated
approach to improving
business process and team
performance.
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people, processes and technology.
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Practical 60 minute e-learning
course suitable for those who want
to understand more about how Lean
Thinking can help to drive
improvement in the service sector.
Provides delegates with a basic
understanding of Lean, its principles
and critically an evaluation of how
and when these translate into the
service sector.

Lean Service Awareness
Lean is undoubtedly one of the most eﬀective ways to improve service whilst reducing costs, which is why it’s
becoming so widespread in the service sector. This course will give you an insight into why it is so popular and
will give you ideas that you can implement instantly.
This e-learning course is highly interactive and uses many diﬀerent types of tools to engage the learner
throughout.

Formal Accreditation
The course is aligned to Cardiﬀ University’s
Lean Competency System (LCS) at level 1a.
The LCS was created by the university and
has set the standards for high quality Lean
education for over a decade. It remains the
leading academically recognised Lean
qualiﬁcation worldwide.

Learning Objectives
Participants who complete this training will be conﬁdent enough to:
u identify the recognised history of Lean including key contributors
u describe the classic ﬁve Lean principles
u understand the basic diﬀerences between applying Lean in
service vs. manufacturing
u identify how to link Lean to operational improvement
u identify both classic and service wastes
u understand value and failure demand
u recognise the importance of the human and strategic
dimensions of Lean

To achieve accreditation, at the end of the
course learners sit a timed multiple choice
exam containing 30 questions which are
pulled randomly from a large question bank.
Feedback is immediate and if the pass mark
of 65% is met, learners can immediately
download their formal LCS 1a certiﬁcate.

